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MISSOULA--

An article prepared by Dr. Nathan B. Blumberg, former dean of the University of Montana School of Journalism, has been given lead position in the July 12 edition of Commonweal, a national weekly journal of opinion edited by Catholic laymen.

Title of the article is "The Defaulting Press and Vietnam." It was adapted from an article entitled "A Study of the 'Orthodox' Press: The Reporting of Dissent," also written by Dr. Blumberg and published in the 1968 edition of Montana Journalism Review, a periodical published each spring on the Missoula campus by the Bureau of Press and Broadcasting Research of the UM journalism school.

Dr. Blumberg resigned as journalism dean July 1 to devote his time to teaching, writing and research as a UM professor. New dean is Dr. Warren J. Brier.
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